Faculty Reports

- Dean Woodward
  - Good luck on your first round of exams!
  - Nigerian Association of Pharmacists and Pharmaceutical Sciences in America
    - Email from coordinator asked if we could disseminate brochures about the organization to students of African American descent
  - NABP licensure exam
    - Changed the format and will now be 6 hours long
  - NABP and AACP joint meeting
    - Met with deans of pharmacy schools and members of boards of pharmacy
    - Discussed the change in blueprint of exam and its negative impact on student’s pass rate
    - The nationwide pass rate for exam is usually 80%, but this year students who took the exam in November/December to graduate in May had a pass rate of 57%
    - People who wait later to take the exam usually have a lower pass rate

- Dean Nancy
  - SABO
    - Thank you for submitting your signature cards! They were submitted to SABO this morning
    - Treasurers can access accounts by the end of this week
  - Meningitis B clinics
    - Health centers looking for volunteers for the Meningitis B clinics
    - Dates: 10/25, 10/26, 11/3, and 11/7
    - Let Dean Nancy know if you would like to volunteer. She will forward your information to Hurtado
  - Division of student affairs
    - They will be implementing sanctions and monetary fines for alcohol and drug offenses effective immediately
    - For more information, visit the student affairs website
  - Get your Plank On
    - Rutgers recreation and Rutgers athletics are trying to attempt to break the Guinness World Record for the most people holding a plank for a minute
    - Tuesday 10/11 at 6PM at High Points Solutions Stadium
    - They are hoping to have 2500 people in attendance in honor of 250th anniversary, and we are hoping to have a group of pharmacy students join
    - Dean Nancy is a judge
    - If you are interested, sign up on the Rutgers recreation website

Officer Reports

- Nehar Damle, University Senator
  - Next University Senate meeting is October 14th
- Catherine Johnson, Recording Secretary
  - Attendance policy
    - You will need to both swipe in AND swipe out in order for your attendance to count
    - Please do not leave early from the meetings; otherwise, your attendance will NOT count
  - Organization attendance competition
    - Individuals that attend ⅔ of the meetings this semester will count towards their organization’s attendance
    - PGC representatives and class council do NOT count towards an organization’s attendance
Only ONE organization per individual will be accepted towards attendance.

The 1st place organization with the most attendees at PGC meetings this semester will win $500

2nd place prize: $250 for the organization

3rd place prize: $100 for the organization

Individual attendance competition

- Individuals who have perfect attendance at PGC meetings this semester will receive a gift card.

Eligibility

- You must attend % meetings in order to run for class council or PGC E-board.

Minutes

- PGC is going paperless and will not be printing out the agenda.
- The agenda can be found on our Facebook page before the meeting.

If you have any questions, feel free to contact me at catherinejohnson219@gmail.com.

Camille Rabe, Corresponding Secretary

- Weekly events announcements
  - Announcements should be sent by Wednesday 10 PM to camille.rabe211@gmail.com.
- PGC calendar form
  - Send your events two weeks in advance in order to be eligible for reimbursement.

Boning Zhao, Treasurer

- There was a treasurer’s workshop in Room PH-007 on Wednesday 9/21 from 6:40-8:00 PM.
  - Very successful.
  - Please contact me if you have any questions regarding SABO.
- Still working to finalize reimbursement rates for Conventions and MidYear.
- If you have any questions, please contact me at boningzhao95@gmail.com.

Emily Burd, Vice President External

- The winner of the PGC Involvement Fair Raffle is......?!!???!?!
- I will start contacting other schools to collaborate on social and professional events!
  - Any preferences? - All events should be great! Intraprofessional events are preferred so they can see the value of a pharmacist.
  - Last spring - Rx Olympics with engineering was a success!
- If you have any ideas, please email me at emilyburd2@gmail.com.

Alison Lieu, Vice President Internal

- Nothing new to report.

Eric Sadlier, President

- Committee positions will be announced next week.
- Potential events (i.e. Pharmacy Night Basketball Game).

What’s on your mind? Go on pgc.rutgers.edu if you have any questions. Contact us by the PGC Email - ernestmariopgc@gmail.com or eric.sadlier94@gmail.com if you have any questions!

---

**ACCP--- American College of Clinical Pharmacy**

- ruaccp@gmail.com

**AMCP—Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy**

- rutgersamcp@gmail.com
- rutgersamcp.weebly.com

- P&T interest meeting - 9/29 @ 6:40 PM in PH-111.
- Bake sale - 9/30 @ 12-4 PM in BSC.
- Diabetes training - 10/13 @ 7PM in PH-115.
- Medline tutorial - 10/12 @ 5-7 PM in the pharmacy lounge.

**APhA-ASP—American Pharmacists Association - Academy of Students of Pharmacy**

- Thank you to everyone who came out to our info night! RutgersAPhAASP@gmail.com rutgersapha.com
- There will be various training sessions over the next two weeks, so stay tuned for Facebook and Sakai announcements.
  - Operation OTC Medication Safety - 9/27 @ 6:30 PM in PH-413.
  - Operation Trooper Turtle - 9/27 @ 8 PM in PH-007.
  - Operation Generation RX - 9/28 @ 6:30 PM in PH-413.
  - Operation Self-Care - 9/28 @ 7 PM in PH-007.
  - Operation Healthy Heart - 9/29 @ 6:30 PM in PH-413.
- Interprofessional mock rounds workshop - 9/29 at 7 PM in the Livingston Student Center Collaborative Study Room.
  - Collaborating with medical and nursing students.

---

**Organization Reports**

---

**ACCP--- American College of Clinical Pharmacy**

- ruaccp@gmail.com

**AMCP—Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy**

- rutgersamcp@gmail.com
- rutgersamcp.weebly.com

- P&T interest meeting - 9/29 @ 6:40 PM in PH-111.
- Bake sale - 9/30 @ 12-4 PM in BSC.
- Diabetes training - 10/13 @ 7PM in PH-115.
- Medline tutorial - 10/12 @ 5-7 PM in the pharmacy lounge.

**APhA-ASP—American Pharmacists Association - Academy of Students of Pharmacy**

- Thank you to everyone who came out to our info night! RutgersAPhAASP@gmail.com rutgersapha.com
- There will be various training sessions over the next two weeks, so stay tuned for Facebook and Sakai announcements.
  - Operation OTC Medication Safety - 9/27 @ 6:30 PM in PH-413.
  - Operation Trooper Turtle - 9/27 @ 8 PM in PH-007.
  - Operation Generation RX - 9/28 @ 6:30 PM in PH-413.
  - Operation Self-Care - 9/28 @ 7 PM in PH-007.
  - Operation Healthy Heart - 9/29 @ 6:30 PM in PH-413.
- Interprofessional mock rounds workshop - 9/29 at 7 PM in the Livingston Student Center Collaborative Study Room.
  - Collaborating with medical and nursing students.
If you would like to participate, complete the application online by 9/27 @ 9 PM

Four leadership positions are still available: Historian, PGC Rep, Social Media Chair, Webmaster
  - Applications are available online and are due by Friday

Health fair in New Brunswick - 10/2
  - Contact Holly or Jess

APhA Midyear Regional Meeting - 10/21
  - Registration is open, but fees will increase after 10/1

CPNP - College of Psychiatric and Neurologic Pharmacists  
  - cpnp.emsop@gmail.com

  - CPNP will be selling yoga pants and gym shorts as a fundraiser. A Google form will be posted for orders
  - Advocacy month tabling for TDAP - 10/11 @ BSC
  - Wellness Symposium about depression in the 3rd week of October
    - Students can anonymously share personal stories through a Google form and they will be shared at the event

DIA - Drug Information Association  
  - rutgersdia@gmail.com

  - Pharmacy consulting event 9/28 @ 7:30 in PH-111
    - Guest speaker from advertising firm will talk about consulting, investing, and entrepreneurship
  - Alnylam Pharmaceutical/Northeastern University Fellowship event - 9/29 @ 6:40 PM in PH-111
    - Collaborating with IPhO and ISPOR
  - UNC industry fellowship event - 10/5 @ 6:40 in PH-007
    - Current fellow and Rutgers alumnus will be talking about UNC fellowship programs and positions available

IPhO — Industry Pharmacists Organization  
  - RutgersIPhO@gmail.com

  - Alnylam Pharmaceutical/Northeastern University Fellowship event - 9/29 @ 6:40 PM in PH-111
    - Collaborating with DIA and ISPOR
  - Research collaboration program with RPIF fellows
    - Application due 9/28 by 6:30

ISPOR—International Society of Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research  
  - RutgersISPOR@gmail.com

  - Alnylam Pharmaceutical/Northeastern University Fellowship event - 9/29 @ 6:40 PM in PH-111
    - Collaborating with DIA and IPhO
  - Senior center health fair in collaboration with APhA

NCPA—National Community Pharmacists Association  
  - runcpa@gmail.com
  - runcpa.weebly.com

  - Bake sales
    - 9/28 from 2-4 PM in ARC
    - 9/30 from 10 AM - 12 PM in ARC
    - Will be raffling off pre and post exam baskets
  - Leadership development program
    - Applications are open for PP1-P1 class and will be due 10/1

NJSHP—New Jersey Society of Health-System- Pharmacists  
  - njshprutgers@gmail.com
  - njshprutgers.weebly.com

  - Interprofessional mock rounds workshop - 9/29 at 7 PM in the Livingston Student Center Collaborative Study Room
    - Collaborating with medical and nursing students
    - If you would like to participate, complete the application online by 9/27 @ 9 PM
  - Clinical skills competition - 9/29 @ 5:30 in PH-413
  - Last day to apply for a co-chair position!

PPAG - Pediatric Pharmacy Advocacy Group  
  - rutgersppag@gmail.com

  - Bake sale - 10/5 from 12-3 PM in ARC
  - Advocacy month tabling for varicella vaccination - 10/11 @ BSC
  - Day care visit at Livingston day care center - 10/17
  - Final day to pay $10 membership due - 10/28

SNPhA—Student National Pharmaceutical Association  
  - rusnpha@gmail.com

  - ADA walk with AMCP - 10/16 in Bridgewater
Greek Life Reports

AZΩ - Alpha Zeta Omega
- azoepsilon@gmail.com
- azoepsilon.com
- PLS advocacy month tabling for MMR vaccine Tuesday - 10/11 @ BSC
- AZO/AMCP Speed Networking 101 - 11/28 @ 7 PM in BSC Cove
- AZO/ACCP CV Mock Interview - date TBA

ΛΚΣ - Lambda Kappa Sigma
- rutgerslks@gmail.com
- Sweatshirt orders are due 10/29

ΦΔΧ - Phi Delta Chi
- rutgerspdc@gmail.com
- rutgerspdc.com
- Banana pudding fundraiser
  - Three flavors: original, strawberry and chocolate
  - $7 per jar
  - Order online by 10/8
  - Pick up is 10/10 at Livingston Apartments B dollars
  - Contact lydia or michelle
- Working in collaboration with NCPA and Walgreens on a flu shot clinic

Honour Society Reports

ΦΛΣ - Phi Lambda Sigma
- rutgerspls@gmail.com
- plslambdachapter.weebly.com/
- Pharmacy advocacy month
  - Kick off dinner - 10/4 @ 7 LSC Livi Hall (RSVP form is online)
  - Stop by BSC and visit the tables hosted by organizations

PX - Rho Chi
- rutgers.rhochi@gmail.com
- sites.google.com/site/rutgersrhochi
- Notes for P1 and P2 classes (Cardio & Patho) are posted
- Online sakai reviews look out for announcements
- If you need additional tutoring email Rho Chi
- Blood drive 10/13 @ 10-4 PM BSC MPR

XAE — Chi Alpha Epsilon
- XAE.rutgers@gmail.com
- sites.google.com/site/xaerutgers
- Will be hosting “A Day in the Life of a Pharmacy Student” in November
- First GIM - 9/29

Committee and University Representative Reports

RUSA Reps
- If anyone is interested in getting involved in RUSA, there are 5 new off-campus rep positions
- Meetings are every Thursday @ 7:30 PM in the SAC

Public Relations
- Nothing new to report

EMSOP Chronicles
- emsopchronicles@gmail.com
- Looking for more writers, and editors, and participants for Humans of EMSOP
- GIM 9/28 after PGC meeting in PH-115

PharmaScript
- Nothing new to report

Class Reports

P4 Pharm D Class of 2017
- emsop2017@gmail.com
- 4th week of Cycle 4
- Preparing for mid year
P3 Pharm D Class of 2018 2018.emsop@gmail.com
● Nothing new to report

P2 Pharm D Class of 2019 emsop2019@gmail.com
● In the process of creating a class Google calendar for social events, exams, etc.
● If you’re struggling in Pharmacology, send an email to the lwegrzyn880@gmail.com for free tutoring

P1 Pharm D Class of 2020 emsop2020@gmail.com
● EMSOP apparel sale for class fundraiser
  ○ Long sleeve shirt = $15
  ○ Crew neck shirt = $20
● P1 Social - 10/24
● Will be having a trivia night and other activities for P1 class to bond
● Students who ordered extra white coats can receive it at the event

PP2 Pharm D Class of 2021 ruemsop2021@gmail.com
● Election results
  ○ Secretary - Dan Chen
  ○ Treasurer - Daniel kim

Next meeting will be October 11th, 2016